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TODAY’S  QUOTE



HOMEWORK

Unlaundered(Adj.): धुलाई रहित

Not cleaned or purified

Abysmally(Adverb): बिुत बुरी तरि से

In an extreme and bad way





Predatory(Adj.): हििंसक

Meaning : Inclined or intended to injure competitors by unfair 

means

Synonyms: Raptorial , Avaricious

Antonyms: Defensive , Lovable

Sentence : He said:'This predatory behaviour is a concern to 

parents.

Conducive(Adj.): सिायक

Meaning : Helping or making something happen

Synonyms: Favorable , Valuable

Antonyms: Hindering , worthless

Sentence: A quiet room is a more conducive atmosphere for 

studying.



Diversity(Noun):हिहिन्नता

Meaning : The wide variety of something

Synonyms: Medley , Variance

Antonyms: Similarity , Uniformity

Sentence: The school aims for diversity in its student 

population.

Monograph(Noun): प्रबिंध

Meaning : Piece of writing on particular subject.

Synonyms: Essay , Thesis

Antonyms: Muddle , Mess

Sentence: “They are publishing a series of monographs on 

music in late medieval and Renaissance cities"



Benchmarks(Noun) : मानदण्ड

Meaning : A standard that other things can be compared to

Synonyms: Canon , Convention

Antonyms: Criticize

Sentence: The valuation becomes a benchmark against which 

to judge other prices

Constraints(Noun): प्रहतबिंध

Meaning : Something that limits you

Synonyms: Restriction , Limitation

Antonyms: Liberty , Allowance

Sentence: They refuse to work under constraint any longer.



Turmoil(Noun): शोरगुल

Meaning : A state of great noise or confusion

Synonyms: Tumult , Disorder

Antonyms: Tranquility , Relaxation

Sentence: The country has been in turmoil for the past 10 

years.

Marred(Verb) : ख़राब करना; क्षहत पिुुँचाना

Meaning : To harm or damage something good

Synonyms: Impair , Spoil

Antonyms: Unbroken 

Sentence: There were at least three different footprints but 

they were marred and nearly indistinguishable.



WORD POWER



WORD POWER

Myriad(Noun) : असिंख्य

Meaning : A very large number of 

something

Scathing(Adj.) : िाहनकारक

Devastating



WORD POWER
Tweaking(Verb) : मरोड़ना

Meaning : To pull or twist something 

suddenly

Integration(Noun) :एकीकरण

Meaning : Combining of two or more 

things



WORD POWER

Diverse(Adj.) : हिहिन्न

Meaning : Very different from each other

Advisory(Adj.) : सलािकार

Meaning : Relating to giving advice



WORD POWER

Caveat(Noun) : चेतािनी

Meaning : Warning
Modulate(Verb) : व्यिहथित करना

Adjust



Research first: On the UGC move 

on research papers by Ph.D. 

scholars



ARTICLE

The compulsion to publish has led to poorer quality of research

The University Grants Commission’s decision to remove the 

mandatory requirement of getting research papers published in 

peer-reviewed journals before submitting a PhD thesis is a bid to 

stem the unhealthy practice of many scholars paying 

substandard, predatory journals to publish their papers without 

sufficient review, which has weakened the quality of India’s 

doctoral education. Seen from this angle, the UGC’s move is 

indeed the right one. Studies have shown that a majority of 

doctoral students publish in such journals, rather than go 

through the more time-consuming process of submitting their 

drafts to reputed journals, awaiting review and revising. Given 

the insufficiency of scholarships and stipends, many students are 

also in a hurry to complete their doctoral degrees rather than 

taking the time needed for quality research. The removal of a 

compulsory requirement is also in line with global regulatory 

standards.



The removal of the mandatory requirement is also an acknowledgement of 

the diversity in academic disciplines; in some branches of the humanities, 

the publication of a monograph is a more accepted method of 

communicating with academic peers than journal papers, while top 

computer science researchers may value conference presentations over 

journal publications. Patents obtained are also seen as a better indication 

of the quality of research in some disciplines. Removing the mandatory 

requirement will thus allow for more innovation. There is, however, some 

concern that the removal of mandatory requirements will result in a 

further dilution of quality, as the worth of a researcher and a university is 

judged on the basis of papers published and cited, with funding also 

dependent on such benchmarks. To encourage students to publish in 

reputed journals even without a mandatory requirement from now puts 

the onus on university research advisory councils and doctoral supervisors 

to up their game. Given that a reason students rush to publish is the need 

to quickly complete their PhDs due to financial constraints, higher levels of 

funding are urgently needed to ensure that the UGC’s move does not 

backfire.



HOMEWORK Emitted

Omitted




